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Right Ventricular Outflow Tract VT (RVOT VT)

- Left bundle branch block, inferior axis
- Typically exercise provoked
- May be sustained or in salvos
- Prognosis generally excellent
- Some are sensitive to beta blockers or Ca channel blockers
- Mapping based on earliest activation

26 yrs female, 25,000 PVCs on Holter 3 failed ablations
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Illustration (CIBA)  Heart Removed

VT in the “Normal Heart”
1. Right ventricular dysplasia
2. Sarcoidosis
3. Cardiomyopathy, not tachycardia related
4. Coronary vascular malformation
5. Mitral valve prolapse
6. False tendon/moderator band
7. Non-compact myocardium
8. Atypical ventricular dysplasia pattern
Ventricular Tachycardia Ablation in the “Normal” Heart

- Outflow tract VT
  - Appreciating the relative anatomy
  - Clinical arrhythmia syndromes
  - Causes of difficulty with ablation
- Cuspal tachycardias
  - VT
  - Atrial arrhythmias
  - Accessories pathways
- Investigating potential structural causes
  - Dysplasia
  - Coronary malformations
  - Remnant fascicles
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